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Assessing Cumulative Effects (CE)

► Cumulative Effects studies are an increasing common part of 
the water management process

 Other terms include water budgeting, source water protection, well 
interference and drought assessment studies

 Climate change assessment is increasing included in these studies

► The phrase Cumulative Impact is also used, but the word 
“Effects” does not presume a negative condition

 The term “effects” also suggests a focus on understanding of the 
conditions and response within a study area
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Presentation Outline

► Present some of the different approaches for assessing CE

 Different jurisdictions have developed different methods and 
sustainability assessment criteria

 Benefits and limitations of each approach

► Demonstrate what we learned from two different CE studies

► Provide few insights and guidelines for future assessments
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Minimum Flows and Levels: Florida 

► Minimum flows and levels are established for water bodies in order to 
prevent significant harm as a result of withdrawals. 

 The water management districts are required, by s. 373.042, F.S., to develop 
a priority list of water bodies for which they will establish minimum flow and 
levels. 

► Issues:

 No guidance as to the methodology to be used, nor the meaning of 
“significant harm”

 No time frame for identifying the priority list – many delays

 Emerging Environmental Flow Needs (EFN) science suggests we must look at 
more than just “low flows”

► Benefits:

 Does recognize the integration of flow and level targets

 Addresses the unique needs of different water bodies and aquifers – does 
not attempt to apply one “significant harm” criteria for the whole state
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Source Water Protection: Ontario

► Staged Water Budget Assessment process to identify “stressed 
watersheds”

 Tier 1 and 2 studies are “screening level” assessments 

 Tier 3 studies are somewhat customized to the local conditions

► Issues

 Focus only on the sustainability (drawdown) in the municipal supply well

 Simplified ecological impact assessment process (% reduction)

► Benefits:

 Tier 1 and 2 screening process left a foundation (legacy) for future water 
management

 Tier 3 also identifies a drawdown protection zone for future evaluations 
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Cumulative Effects: Alberta

► Assessment Approach:

 Groundwater: 50% of available confined system drawdown
 For water diversions in a confined aquifer to be sustainable, the cumulative drawdowns cannot drop the head below the 

base of the confining unit and cause the aquifer to become partially saturated. A safety factor is typically added to this 
value (e.g., the 50% of the available drawdown limit in the Oilfield Injection Guidelines). 

 Surface Water: Alberta Desktop method
 Alberta method makes use of stream gauge data to establish a frequency-duration relationship that represents the 

watercourse in a naturalized state. From this relationship, the discharge that is exceeded 80% of the time is assumed to 
represent the ecosystem baseflow (EBF) component (as opposed to a percent of the mean annual flow used in the 
Tennant Method). No surface water diversions are allowed below the 80% EBF threshold; that is, no reduction in 
streamflow is to be permitted for the lowest flows that occur up to 20% of the time. Above the 80% EBF threshold, up to 
15% of the available flow can be diverted.

► Benefits: Sound, sophisticated rules 

 Must not dewater confined aquifers (will change T)

 Recognition of the importance of frequency-duration streamflow regime

► Issues: 

 Sustainability threshold is provincially defined (50%)

 Desktop method must be applied at gauged locations (data requirements)
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Cumulative Effects Assessment

► Our experience: No set of rules will be ever be perfect

► Suggestions:

 Must recognise the (stream) flows and (groundwater or lake) levels are 
highly inter-related 

 CE Water budgeting is a “zero sum game”

► No matter the rules, the focus should be on understanding the 
behaviour of the system

 Studies that are too focused on assessing targets don’t lay a foundation for 
future management and protection

► Integrated SW/GW modelling is really the only tool that looks at 
the whole water budget. 
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Integrated GW/SW Modelling

► Water simply does not 
care what we call it (SW 
or GW)

► Water moves seamlessly 
between domains

► Integrated models can
provide an improved 
understanding of the 
overall behaviour of the 
system
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Case Study 1: 
Cumulative Effects and Mining

► Analysis of cumulative effects of 
quarry or mine excavations can 
be particularly complex because 
of the integrated capture of 
groundwater, surface water 
runoff, snow and rainfall 
precipitation. 

► Case Study: Municipal well 
located near 4 large quarry 
excavations
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Integrated SW and GW Contribution
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Quarry Discharge 

► Quarry discharge is a seasonally varying blend of SW and GW

► Integrated model calibration: observed vs simulated 
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Quarry – Early stage drawdown

► Early stage development 
drawdowns are relatively 
limited to the shallow system
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Quarry – Late stage drawdown

► Later developments 
breech the lower 
confining unit propagate 
significantly farther from 
the excavations
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Case Study 1: Insights

► In some scenarios it is virtually impossible to separate SW 
and GW impacts

► Early observed impacts may not be representative 

 Much of the development has been in the shallow system, where 
impacts are relatively modest

 Historic approvals include very deep final quarry floors, which breech 
the confining units and significantly increase effects

 Non-linear impact propagation
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Case Study 2: Oro Moraine

Oro Moraine

Study
watersheds

► Three apparently 
similar watersheds 
located on the 
northwestern shore of 
Lake Simcoe

 Oro North

 Hawkstone

 Oro South

► Fully integrated 
GSFLOW calibration
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Selected 10-Year Drought Period

► Recent and relatively prolonged 1960’s drought

 More climate and streamflow data than the 1930’s

 Similar land use

► Hourly climate data from local MNR In-filled Climate Stations

16

1953-1967
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10-Year 
Drought

Response

17

Percent change in average monthly 
stream flow

Low drought 
sensitivity
watershed 

Moderate drought 
sensitivity 
(small tribs only)

High drought sensitivity
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Oro Moraine Hydrogeology

► Complex recharge and discharge flow system

► Objective is to understand behavior of 3 watersheds on the east slope of 
the moraine
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Climate Change in Ontario

► Average of 30 GCM-scenarios a show 2 to 4C temp. increase by 2050.  

 About double the global estimate.

► Changes in extreme warm temperatures expected to be greater than 
changes in annual mean temperature 

 Number of days above 30°C  to double

 More heat wave and droughts.

► Annual precip. will increase up to 10% in S. Ontario, but  

 Summer and fall total rainfall may decrease by up to 10%

 Winter precip. may increase up to 10% in south  

 Less precipitation as snow; more lake effect snow though.

 Rainfall intensity and frequency of intense events likely to increase

► How will the Oro watersheds respond?
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GCM models of Climate Change

► Many different 
climate models.

► Predictions of 
annual temperature 
and precipitation 
increase cover a 
wide range

► GW/SW models can 
be run with a 
range of CM 
predictions to 
bracket range of 
likely outcomes

Selected by Percentile

Modelled for this Study
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Downscaling GCM Models
► Climate predictions are done with Global Circulation Models (GCM).  

 Grid scale is large (250 - 400 km cells).

 Results are in terms of annual, seasonal, monthly change.

 Each model has different predictions based on different greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions scenarios

► Different methods are available for downscaling GCM outputs for use in 
local-scale models

 Change Field method was selected for this analysis

► Shift mean of local observed data (e.g. Temp) 

► Multiply values by scale factor (e.g. Precip)

 Shift can be on a monthly, seasonal, or annual basis.   

► Selected approach does not change frequency or intensity of storms
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Temperature - Baseline versus CGCM3T63

Daily and Monthly Baseline Temperature versus CGCM3T63
Values shifted by 1.4 to 4.6 C
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Precipitation - Baseline versus CGCM3T63

Daily and Monthly Baseline Precipitation versus CGCM3T63
Values scaled by -15 to 46%
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Change in Total Streamflow – Bluffs Creek (North Oro)

• More flow in winter months.  

• Spring freshet is earlier

• Very little change in summer flows

• Strongly GW dominated. 
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Change in Total Streamflow - Hawkestone Creek 

• More flow in winter months.  

• Spring freshet is earlier

• Not much change in summer flows – volumes are 
similar

• Main branch has a significant GW component
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Change in Total Flow – Shellswell Creek (South Oro)

• Similar results.

– More flow in winter months.  

– Spring freshet is earlier

• However - Smaller change in summer flows
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Change in Total Streamflow – Oro South

• Log Scale: Shows significant reduction in summer flows

• Some scenarios show an order of magnitude decrease in summer low flows
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Comparison of Low Flow Change – Bluffs vs Shellswell Creek

• Similar change in winter patterns, change in South 
Oro Creeks is more pronounced in summer

Shellswell Creek (South Oro)

Bluffs Creek (North Oro)

GW supported watershed

Runoff dominated watershed
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Case Study 2 Conclusions: 
Drought and Climate Change

► Cumulative effects, drought and climate change response is largely 
dependant on the interconnection of the streams to the Moraine aquifer
 Highly variable response based on underlying connection to regional storage

► Using a know drought scenario as a preliminary assessment can build 
understanding and confidence in subsequent climate change scenarios

► True insight and the ability to manage the resource into the future 
requires a detailed understanding of the system
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Conclusions

► Cumulative effects analysis requires that we look at the 
complete system: SW and GW, flows and levels

► Emphasis should be on understanding the behavior and 
response of the system, to enable subsequent management

► Targets and thresholds can be useful, but perhaps best at a 
screening level

► Advanced scenario analysis, such as drought and climate 
change, is the future of CE analysis


